1. Whitefeather – Gold Mine Corner to Inferno exit; 2. Final corner of Lower Stauffenberg, as you come into the base of Lift #8; 3. Mixing Bowl; trail sign in the Mixing Bowl and Whitefeather to Whitefeather Gully exit; 4. Whitefeather from Powderhorn to Whitefeather Bowl; 5. High Five; 6. Zagava corner and Bambi Catwalk to Upper Powderhorn; 7. Avy Road to Niño’s exit (only brief stops at top of Walkeries Bowl – plan ahead); 8. Lonestar exit to base of Lift #7; Honeysuckle and Totemoff exits to base of Lift #7; 9. Honeysuckle from base of Lift #7 to bottom of the Bears/top of Streetcar; Honeysuckle, below Streetcar to waterfall; 10. Return Trail below Beaver Pond to Ernie’s exit.

The areas highlighted in yellow have been identified as areas *not suitable for stopping* due to visibility; traffic; trail width; etc. Please refrain from stopping in these identified areas. (see descriptions below)